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You see some crazy things when you're a slowly decaying
astronaut with nothing tethering you to the earth... Oh, the
cosmic journey that awaits you! The life and trials of a
shapeshifting rockstar! A megalomaniac man of steel dancing
with his destiny! The travels of a race of genderless monks
looking for their home among the stars! It's amazing the
things you'll see when you're a slowly decaying astronaut
with nothing tethering you to the earth!
The zombie - a soulless corpse raised from the grave to do
its master's bidding - may have had its factual basis in the
voodoo ceremonies of the West Indies, but it is in fiction,
movies, video games and comics that the walking dead have
flourished. What makes a zombie? This Twentieth Anniversary
Edition of one of the first and most influential zombie
anthologies answers that question with 26 tales of rot and
resurrection from classic authors such as Edgar Allan Poe,
H. P. Lovecraft, M. R. James and J. Sheridan Le Fanu, along
with modern masters of the macabre Clive Barker, Robert
Bloch, Ramsey Campbell, Hugh B. Cave, Joe R. Lansdale, Brian
Lumley, Graham Masterton, Kim Newman, Michael Marshall
Smith, Lisa Tuttle, Karl Edward Wagner and many more. From
Caribbean rituals to ancient magic, mesmerism to modern
science, these terrifying tales depict a wide range of
nefarious methods and questionable reasons for bringing the
dead back to life again.
"A teenage runaway and her mute brother seek salvation in
houses, buses, the backseats of cars. Preteen girls dial up
the ghosts of fat girls on ancient payphones. A crew of
bomber pilots addresses the sparks of villagers below. In
ways both otherworldly and routine, the characters of Dead
Girls are on the run from their own stories, possessed by
the things they cannot say. With lyric artistry and
emotional force, these stories dart across landscapes shaped
by violence. Dead girls both real and fantastic appear again
and again: as obsession, as threat, as cadavers on a table,
as national myths and collective nightmares. Dead Girls won
the 2017 Dzanc Books Short Story Collection Prize" -Set in the fictional town of Castle Rock, Maine A #1 New
York Times bestseller about a man who wakes up from a fiveyear coma able to see people’s futures and the terrible fate
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awaiting mankind—a “compulsive page-turner” (The Atlanta
Journal-Constitution). Johnny Smith awakens from a five-year
coma after his car accident and discovers that he can see
people’s futures and pasts when he touches them. Many
consider his talent a gift; Johnny feels cursed. His fiancée
married another man during his coma and people clamor for
him to solve their problems. When Johnny has a disturbing
vision after he shakes the hand of an ambitious and amoral
politician, he must decide if he should take drastic action
to change the future. With “powerful tension that holds the
reader to the story like a pin to a magnet” (The Houston
Post), The Dead Zone is a “faultlessly paced…continuously
engrossing” (Los Angeles Times) novel of second sight.
London Bones: Book One
Fantasmagoriana (Tales of the Dead)
Tales from the Crypt #1: The Stalking Dead
THE DEAD (English Classics Series)
Rose from the Grave
Stories From Gravesend Cemetery
A collection of stories about life in a North Carolina town
features tales of a boy who receives messages from the grave
and a widow's transformation after a weekend affair with a
teenager
Gathers stories about voodoo, Egyptian mummies, ghouls, and
the dead by Robert Louis Stevenson, Morris West, Barry N.
Malzberg, Stephen King and others
When Michael's parents die, he is invited to stay with his
guardian in a desolate country house. When Michael spots a
woman out in the frozen mists on the day he arrives, he
suspects something is not quite right. But little can
prepare him for the solitude of the house itself. His
guardian is rarely seen, and there's a malevolent force
lurking in an old hallway mirror. Michael soon realises that
the house and its grounds harbour many secrets, both dead
and alive.
Presents a retelling of part of the Odyssey in which
Odysseus and his fleet continue their journey and encounter
giant cannibals, a beautiful witch, and the Land of the
Dead. Reprint.
Drugs, Sex and Death Toll
Dead Body Under The Mattress (Urban Legend)
Tales of a Dead King
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A Collection of Horror-Volume 4
The Ghost of Billy the Kid
For Eugene Law, one of West Florida's few active Magicians,
the Sunshine State is a great place to raise a family. It's
got pleasant winters and plenty of opportunity, that is
until an army of the damned rise up to ruin his perfectly
maintained dad brand-and destroy his family.It isn't long
before Gene finds himself neck deep in Hell fleas, minor
demons, and a Magickal ex-girlfriend with a thing for the
dearly departed. Along with his less-than-helpful
apprentice, Adam, our Magician will discover it's going to
take every ounce of Magick he's got, and more than a little
luck, for him to survive this one intact.Magick demands
sacrifice, and as Gene Law is about to find out, so does
family.
Zombies on Wall Street! A vampire elected president! What
can possibly be more frightening than real life? These allnew tales are done in the grand tradition of the original EC
classic horror comics. The Crypt-Keeper is back, along with
the Old Witch and the Vault-Keeper, to scare the $#!+ out of
you! In the true TALES FROM THE CRYPT tradition, you’ll
witness the most loathsome people doing the most vile, evil,
and gruesome things to their victims, only to eventually
have the tables turned on them in shock endings that’s will
actually surprise you and mortify you! It’s old-school
poetic justice with the darkest of twists! Plus truly
horrible puns, of course!
It was on a 'dark and stormy night', during the summer of
1816 that an eccentic group of English literati gathered at
the Villa Diodati. The atmosphere at the Villa was charged
by the violent streaks of lightening that licked at the
mountain tops and split a black sky. As the wind outside
whipped up the surface of lake Leman into a cauldron of
waves the occupants of the Villa; Lord Byron, Mary Shelley,
Dr John Polidori, Percy Shelley and Claire Clairmont,
whipped themselves into a gothic frenzy with recitals of
haunting poetry and ghost stories. The stories that they
read came from a book, originally written in German, that
had recently been translated into French. The book that they
read from was called Fantasmagoriana. Fantasmagoriana has a
unique place in literary history. This is the first full
translation of the stories that inspired Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein and Dr John Polidori's The Vampyre.
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"Like the best of the pulps, the narratives are creepy,
darkly comical and elegantly composed, with lovingly
detailed descriptions of place and an ample whiff of lurid
decay." - Fangoria BOROUGHS OF THE DEAD is a collection of
ten short horror stories set in and around New York City.
Beneath its modern facade, New York City teems with dark
secrets, faded spirits, and unnameable horrors. BOROUGHS OF
THE DEAD weaves fact and myth, fiction and legend to tell
ten of the most terrifying tales of the haunted metropolis.
A medical doctor abandons all rationality when he falls in
love with the spirit of a murdered woman. The nightmares of
an adolescent boy come to life and stalk him to the deadly,
polluted waters of Newtown Creek. A cholera demon wipes out
the thieves and murderers of the Five Points. From ghost
stories to zombie narratives to weird tales, BOROUGHS OF THE
DEAD contains evils as diverse as Gotham itself.
Stories of Those Left Behind
The Dead Zone
Boroughs of the Dead
The Book of the Dead
Fantasmagoriana - Selected Tales of the Dead
Dead Set: Tales of Weird Florida
The Pan Book of Horror Stories ran for 30 volumes between 1959
and 1989, entertaining and terrifying thousands of readers in
equal measure. In this tribute to the classic horror series,
award-winning editor and historian Johnny Mains has commissioned
new pieces from some of Pan's most respected authors, printed
here alongside selected stories from the original volumes.
Originally launched in a limited hardback edition at the 2010
World Horror Convention in Brighton, in 2011 it won the Best
Anthology prize at the British Fantasy Awards. Now in paperback,
BACK FROM THE DEAD returns with a new lease of life to thrill
and inspire a new generation.
A work in the history of systematic philosophy that is itself
animated by a systematic philosophic aspiration, this book by
one of the most prominent American philosophers working today
provides an entirely new way of looking at the development of
Western philosophy from Descartes to the present. Brandom begins
by setting out a historical context and outlining a
methodological rationale for his enterprise. Then, in chapters
on Spinoza, Leibniz, Hegel, Frege, Heidegger, and Sellars, he
pursues the most fundamental philosophical issues concerning
intentionality, and therefore mindedness itself, revealing an
otherwise invisible set of overlapping themes and explanatory
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strategies. Variously functionalist, inferentialist, holist,
normative, and social pragmatist in character, the explanations
of intentionality offered by these philosophers, taken together,
form a distinctive tradition. The fresh perspective afforded by
this tradition enriches our understanding of the philosophical
topics being addressed, provides a new conceptual vantage point
for viewing our philosophical ancestors, and highlights central
features of the sort of rationality that consists in discerning
a philosophical tradition--and it does so by elaborating a
novel, concrete instance of just such an enterprise.
The ghost town of Drearington felt like a good place for
investor Mr. Harrington, but his investment would later turn
into the investment from hell. The owner had the ghost town for
sale for decades because he always was an honest man, and every
time he opened his big fat mouth about the abandoned town from
the 1800’s being filled with poltergeist activity, that was
enough to scare them away. The owner was going to lie about its
past to the next potential buyer, but as always, the own Tom
Warden couldn’t bring himself to lie, but his luck was about to
change when investor Mr. Harrington made an offer that Tom
couldn’t pass up. As Tom and Mr. Harrington were shaking hands
on the deal, Tom said, “Mr. Harrington, I’ve got something I
must tell you about this place.” “Well, what is it?” asked Mr.
Harrington. “The town is haunted,” Tom said in a low voice. Mr.
Harrington laughed and said, “I’m going to renovate this town
for a place for gamblers to have a good time and make me a
wealthy man.” Tom mumbled, “The only thing you’ll get out of
this town is dead.” Mr. Harrington chimed in and said, “What did
you say?” “Oh, nothing much, I just said I never thought about
turning the town into a place to gamble.” Tom took Mr.
Harrington’s check and said goodbye. He got into his car and
drove off to the bank to deposit the check. Mr. Harrington
laughed at how cheap he got the property with the ghost town
for, but he wouldn’t be laughing very long, because it was going
to cost him more than he anticipated.
Tales from the Dead of Night: Thirteen Classic Ghost
StoriesThirteen Classic Ghost StoriesProfile Books
Back from the Dead
The Arbor House Necropolis
Ghost Stories Which Inspired Mary Shelley, Percy Shelley, Lord
Byron and John Polidori
The Land of the Dead
New York City Ghost Stories
Dead Girls and Other Stories
The peaceful surface of the ocean does have curls inside. At times, even the
wittiest people do not understand the need for their choices. Kaka-ho, a 60-yearPage 5/11
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old Indo-Chinese man, owns an antique shop. He is witty but alone, and his senses
and vision work as any fine antiquarian. One day, he received a 1,200-year-old
antique painting from a 19-year-old boy to sell in his shop, thinking that the price
will change his fortune on auction. He was absolutely correct, the dead painting
did change his fortune, but instead of getting an attractive price, he had to pay
the dire cost of his wrong contemplation. Before he could understand anything,
the painting played its game. What is the purpose of the painting? Read Tales of a
Dead Painting to find out.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced
from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Four short stories, abridged and illustrated, by the nineteenth-century American
writer best known for his tales of horror.
This is a collection of horror stories with surprise endings. If you don't like horror,
please do not read this book. STORIES IN THIS BOOK CRAWLSPACE: Two
reporters interview a strange humpbacked man in a house where gruesome
experiments were conducted by previous owners. CONVERTIBLE BANDITS: Two
travelers take a tip to save time by taking a shortcut on a lonely road not on their
map. JUMPER: A patrol officer discovers a lovesick young man on a bridge
contemplating suicide. THE ABHORRENT CLUB: A group of depraved
multimillionaires sponsor a freak show for their annual event. DEAD: A young
man killed in an automobile accident ten years ago visits his parents. BUG: A
professor is propositioned by a student who offers him sex for an "A." VAMPIRE:
After a woman and her son move to town, a serial killer begins a reign of terror.
STRANGER IN THE RAIN: A stranger asks a man in the deserted pool area of a
large resort hotel if he will have dinner with him. NO REST FOR THE DEAD: A
gravedigger provides fresh cadavers for medical research and makes a killing.
PANDORA'S BOX: A man learns the love of his life can only marry him if he
promises never to open her black box. THE MONSTER NEXT DOOR: An
apartment dweller is convinced his next door neighbor is a monster. THE WALL:
A rich playboy discovers an island with an enormous wall, Japanese soldiers, and
a village of pygmy cannibals. THE GREAT ZANDINI: A man hypnotized in a
nightclub act becomes involved in a murder plot.
Edgar Allan Poe's Tales of Death and Dementia
The Mammoth Book of Zombies
The Dead of Winter
Tales and Poems
The Short Story Is Dead, Long Live the Short Story!
Tales of the Dead Ancient China
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Two American teenagers uncover a plot to rob the tomb of an
Egyptian pharoah.
A unique one volume collection of all Poe's best tales and
poems. Full of variety, entries include The Murders in the Rue
Morgue, The Mystery of Marie Roget, The Purloined Letter - three
classic detective stories - plus The Raven, one of his greatest
poems. A wonderful selection of tales and poems that are
representative of every genre written by Poe, from the macabre
and horrifying to the humorous and purely descriptive.
More scary tales from the series with urban legends, vampires,
ghosts, aliens and mysteries. Two stories from the book "No More
Mr. Nice Guy" and "The Vanishing Hitchhiker" which has Clint
Eastwood's daughter Kimber Lynn starring have been made into
short films.
This gripping combination of fact and fiction, will have you on
the edge of your seat It's the third century BCE, China has been
unified by a powerful emperor. But some of the conquered want
him dead Plucked from his peaceful life, 11 year old Shen
suddenly finds himself favourite musician at the court of
Chinas First Emperor, but he is unknowingly drawn into a web of
plots and counter-plots. Shens precious instrument holds the
key to the life of the Emperor. But when the moment for action
comes, will he be ready? From the low-down on the terracotta
army, to the plot to assassinate an emperor, youll find facts
on everything you need know to qualify as an expert on ancient
China. Every page is packed with amazing illustrations,
astonishing facts and detailed cross-sections. An innovative
blend of fact and fiction guaranteed to keep you on the edge of
your seat!
Thirteen Classic Ghost Stories
31 Horrifying Tales From The Dead Volume IV
The Secret Dead
Medallic Art of the First World War
TALES OF THE DEAD
Dead Souls

Vivia is a hag, one of the last of her race, and can die, visit the underworld and return at will.
She has a job she loves-helping London's most vulnerable supernaturals, even if her colleague
Malcolm drives her round the bend on a daily basis. Then Malcolm is outed as a zombie and,
along with his teenage son Ben, flees the police. When Malcolm is captured, he is only able to
pass on one message before his dead brain degrades completely: 'He killed me.'As Ben
remains missing, the police find decades-old corpses hidden near Malcolm's house, and Vivia
begins to realise there's a lot more at stake than just a possible zompocalypse...
Since its publication in 1842, Dead Souls has been celebrated as a supremely realistic portrait
of provincial Russian life and as a splendidly exaggerated tale; as a paean to the Russian spirit
and as a remorseless satire of imperial Russian venality, vulgarity, and pomp. As Gogol's wily
antihero, Chichikov, combs the back country wheeling and dealing for "dead souls"--deceased
serfs who still represent money to anyone sharp enough to trade in them--we are introduced to
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a Dickensian cast of peasants, landowners, and conniving petty officials, few of whom can
resist the seductive illogic of Chichikov's proposition.
The Dead Hand Book is a memorial to mortality and the ancestral liaison with death through
quiet and sweetly-macabre short stories. The Dead Hand Book is a memorial to mortality and
the ancestral liaison with death through quiet and sweetly-macabre short stories. The collection
of fables is inspired by the manner those long gone have had their memories engraved onto
slate and marble stones with the cadence of an old Folk song or Murder Ballad. Tales of
warning, the deepest loves honored by surviving paramours and the indifferent cruelty of life in
the 17th-20th century are all recorded in the Stories From Gravesend Cemetery. The purpose
of this book is to educate the casual cemetery wanderer about how to read the old stones they
pass by and to excite the #deathpositivity movement enthusiast or morbidly curious. This book
aims help honor those who have come before us by opening the door of understanding the
strange records inscribed in old cemeteries; many of those interred below having only that
record of their life existing on a crumbling stone. The stories are short and often open-ended to
allow the reader to contemplate their interpretation of the endings, maybe even their own
mortality. (Much like the way Edward Gorey crafted his short stories.) Modern attitudes towards
death have become sodden with superstition, misinformation and fear; this book’s goal is to
illuminate how those of the near past embraced, cared for, and honored death as an obvious
part of life. Not long ago art was very much an integral part of funerary celebrations such as
elaborate Memento Mori carvings on ancient gravestones and the hair jewelry of the
Victorians. Those relics are celebrated in The Dead Hand Book.
A classic work of American literature that has not stopped changing minds and lives since it
burst onto the literary scene, The Things They Carried is a ground-breaking meditation on war,
memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of storytelling. The Things They Carried
depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell Sanders,
Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and the character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam
to become a father and writer at the age of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high school
classrooms to graduate seminars in creative writing—it has become required reading for any
American and continues to challenge readers in their perceptions of fact and fiction, war and
peace, courage and fear and longing. The Things They Carried won France's prestigious Prix
du Meilleur Livre Etranger and the Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a finalist for
the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Critics Circle Award.
City of the Dead
Let the Dead Bury Their Dead and Other Stories
The Dance of Death
Tales from the Dead of Night: Thirteen Classic Ghost Stories
Our Grateful Dead
Tales From the Dead Astronaut

e-artnow presents to you the meticulously edited collection of
"Fantasmagoriana – Selected Tales of the Dead." These were the
very ghost stories that inspired and gave rise to classics like
Frankenstein and The Vampyre. Originally translated from German,
these tales have retained their charm, chilling effect, horror and
suspense until today. _x000D_ Contents:_x000D_ The Family
Portraits_x000D_ The Fated Hour_x000D_ The Death's Head_x000D_
The Death-Bride_x000D_ The Storm_x000D_ The Spectre-Barber or,
Dumb Love_x000D_ Excerpt:_x000D_ "It is generally believed that at
this time of day no one puts any faith in ghosts and apparitions.
Yet, on reflection, this opinion does not appear to me quite correct:
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for, without alluding to workmen in mines, and the inhabitants of
mountainous countries,—the former of whom believe in spectres
and hobgoblins presiding over concealed treasures, and the latter
in apparitions and phantoms announcing either agreeable or
unfortunate tidings,—may we not ask why amongst ourselves there
are certain individuals who have a dread of passing through a
church-yard after night-fall? Why others experience an involuntary
shuddering at entering a church, or any other large uninhabited
edifice, in the dark? And, in fine, why persons who are deservedly
considered as possessing courage and good sense, dare not visit at
night even places where they are certain of meeting with nothing
they need dread from living beings? They are ever repeating, that
the living are only to be dreaded; and yet fear night, because they
believe, by tradition, that it is the time which phantoms choose for
appearing to the inhabitants of the earth..."
Considered as one of the greatest short stories in the Western
Canon, James Joyce's complex narrative "The Dead", explores the
intricate issues of identity and power through the lens of language,
patriarchy, and imperialism. These issues are directly tied to the
longstanding political turmoil of his native Ireland and the social
questions of his day. Joyce's story reveals that we often achieve
what we tried to avoid by pretending to be what we are not. At
15,672 words The Dead is often considered a novella and the best
of Joyce's shorter works. James Joyce (1882–1941) was an Irish
novelist and poet, considered to be one of the most influential
writers in the modernist avant-garde of the early 20th century.
Joyce is best known for Ulysses (1922), a landmark work in which
the episodes of Homer's Odyssey are paralleled in an array of
contrasting literary styles, perhaps most prominent among these
the stream of consciousness technique he perfected. Other major
works are the short-story collection Dubliners (1914), and the
novels A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (1916) and Finnegans
Wake (1939). His complete oeuvre also includes three books of
poetry, a play, occasional journalism, and his published letters.
Bill and Karen Stevens were so excited to get to spend a weekend
away from their children. Bill was the top salesman of his company
that year and was awarded a weekend trip at any four star hotel of
his choice compliments of the company he works for. Bill and Karen
packed their belongings and said goodbye to their children and
headed to the airport to their destination. As their plane took off to
the blue skies Karen said " Bill you sure are deserving of this trip
and I'm so happy to be sharing this moment with you." Bill replied "I
too am happy to be sharing this moment with the woman of my
dreams." They shared a kiss together and dozed off as their plane
soared through the blue skies to their destination. The plane finally
landed and they were ready for a fun filled weekend without their
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kids. Bill and Karen held hands as they approached the front desk
of the beautiful Four Star Hotel. The man at the front desk said
"Could I help you?" "As a matter of fact you can, me and my wife
have reservations at this lovely hotel." "Your name, please?" asked
the man at the front desk. "Bill Stevens." "Oh, yes, suite number 13
the penthouse," replied the man at the front desk. The man at the
front desk handed Bill the key to the suite and Bill and Karen got on
the elevator with excitement on their faces as their evening of
passion slowly turned into horror. Bill put the key in the door and
they both stepped inside their suite, and Karen walked over to the
bed, and lain down, and looked around at the beautifully decorated
suite. Then a foul odor surrounded her and she said "Bill, what is
that odor?" Bill replied "It's probably nothing." Then he got closer to
the bed and said "My God! It smells like something died in this
room."
Blood-draining tales by horror masters--including Stephen King,
Robert McCammon, Ramsey Campbell, and David Schow--conjure
the heinous deeds of the vengeful living dead, in a collection of
Zombie stories
Tales of the Mighty Dead
Collected Edition
Scary Stories
20th Anniversary Edition
The Things They Carried
Tales of a Dead Painting
An unhappy wife fantasizes about poisoning her unfaithful husband. A couple of goofballs
rob a dealer's house and get more than they bargained for. An ex-con spends years
rebuilding his life and is presented with an unexpected temptation. A college student finds
it difficult to concentrate on his studies with blood on his hands. A man in need of some
quick, cold cash seeks relief and finds the ultimate cure for his problem. Grab a blanket
because reading these stories is likely to give you chills. You'll climb into the car with a
pair of sorry souls on New Year's eve, then watch from a corner of the room as two sad
souls and an innocent third are tortured one by one. Watch your step, dear reader, and try
to avoid the potholes that derailed the lives of those who populate these pages.
"A god of death lurks in the streets ... an ethereal presence types messages on a computer
screen ... Spine-tingling tales guaranteed to take readers to the edge of fear and back" Cf.
Our choice, 2002
From a beautiful antique that gives its owner a show he'd rather forget, to 'ghost detective'
whose exorcism goes horribly wrong and a sinister masked ball which seems to have one
too many guests, these ghost stories of supernatural terror are guaranteed to make you
shiver, thrill and look under the bed tonight. From rural England to colonial India, in
murky haunted mansions and under modern electric lighting, these master storytellers some of the best writers in the English language - unfold spinetinglers which pull back the
veil of everyday life to reveal the nightmares which lurk just out of sight. They are lessons
in ingenuity and surprise, sometimes building slowly to a chilling climax, sometimes
springing horror on you from the utterly banal. And as you'd expect from these writers,
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the stories are more than simply frightening - they're also disquieting exposures of
mortality, loneliness and the human capacity for both evil and remorse. We wish you
pleasant dreams. Contains ghost stories by: Ruth Rendell, M. R. James, Rudyard Kipling,
Edith Wharton, E. F. Benson, E. Nesbit, Saki, W. W. Jacobs, W. F. Harvey, Hugh Walpole,
Chico Kidd and LP Hartley.
An award-winning exploration of the presence of the dead in the lives of the living A
common remedy after suffering the loss of a loved one is to progress through the “stages
of grief,” with “acceptance” as the final stage in the process. But is it necessary to leave
death behind, to stop dwelling on the dead, to get over the pain? Vinciane Despret thinks
not. In her fascinating, elegantly translated book, this influential thinker argues that, in
practice, people in all cultures continue to enjoy a lively, inventive, positive relationship
with their dead. Through her unique storytelling woven from ethnographic sources and
her own family history, Despret assembles accounts of those who have found ways to live
their daily lives with their dead. She rejects the idea that one must either subscribe to
“complete mourning” (in a sense, to get rid of the dead) or else fall into fantasy and
superstition. She explores instead how the dead still play an active, tangible role through
those who are living, who might assume their place in a family or in society; continue their
labor or art; or thrive from a shared inheritance or an organ donation. This is supported
by dreams and voices, novels, television and popular culture, the work of clairvoyants, and
the everyday stories and activities of the living. For decades now, in the West, the dead
have been discreet and invisible. Today, especially as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic,
Despret suggests that perhaps we will be willing to engage with the dead in ways that bring
us happiness despite our loss. Despret’s unique method of inquiry makes her book both
entertaining and instructive. Our Grateful Dead offers a new, pragmatic approach to
social and cultural research and may indeed provide compassionate therapy for those of us
coping with death.
The Dead Hand Book
Historical Essays in the Metaphysics of Intentionality
The Legacy of the Pan Book of Horror Stories
Still Dead
Spirits of the Dead
Eight Tales of Woe Lacking Happy Endings
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